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QuakeSimQuakeSim

Modeling environment for studying earthquake processes using a web

services environment

Focuses on modeling interseismic processes

Federates data from multiple sources and integrates the databases with

modeling applications

Spaceborne GPS and InSAR data, geological fault data, and seismicity data

Applications include various boundary element, finite element, and

analytic applications

Run on a range of platforms including desktop and high end computers

Used to simulate interacting earthquake fault systems, model nucleation and
slip on faults, and calculate run-up and inundation from tsunamis generated
by offshore earthquakes

Applies pattern recognition techniques to real and simulated data to
elucidate subtle features in the processes.
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QuakeSim merges three approaches

Modeling, simulation, and analysis tools

Web services portal environment

High performance computing

Focuses on the interseismic part of the

earthquake cycle

Developed with an interest toward

ingesting spaceborne deformation data

GPS

InSAR (DESDynI)

QuakeSim QuakeSim OverviewOverview
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Portlet Portlet SummarySummary

RDAHMM
Set up and run RDAHMM, query Scripps GRWS GPS

Service, maintain persistent user sessions

ST_Filter Similar to RDAHMM portlet; ST_Filter has much more input

Station Monitor
Shows GPS stations on a Google Map, displays last 10

minutes of data

Real Time RDAHMM
Displays RDAHMM results of last 10 minutes of GPS data

in a Google map

Daily RDAHMM

Calculates, updates RDAHMM event classifications with

daily updated GPS data from SOPAC’s GRWS service (14

day delay, but uses all the data)

GeoFEST
Create input geometries, generate FE meshes, run parallel

FEM solvers

Disloc, Simplex Calculate service displacements from fault models
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TeraGrid TeraGrid Supercomputing ResourcesSupercomputing Resources

Grid ServicesGrid Services

Have implemented GoeFEST through the portal on the NSF TeraGrid

GRAM servers at TACC's (Texas Advanced Computing Center) LoneStar; NCSA's
(National Center for Supercomputer Applications) Cobalt, Tungsten, and Mercury;
and clusters at Oak Ridge and University of Chicago

Cosmos at JPL

Using the JPL extranet with globus to access the machines

Columbia at NASA Ames

QuakeSim represents the first major user of Columbia that has identified Grid
services and Condor G as a requirement for job launch
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Globus Globus Support and Upgrading of the PortalSupport and Upgrading of the Portal

Build portals out of portlets (Java Standard)

Reuse capabilities from our Open Grid Computing Environments (OGCE)
project, the REASoN GPS Explorer project, and many TeraGrid Science
Gateways

Decorate with Google Maps, Yahoo UI gadgets, etc.

Use Java Server Faces to build individual component portlets

Build standalone tools, then convert to portlets at the very end

Use simple Web Services for accessing codes and data

Keep It Stateless …

Use Globus job and file management services for interacting with high

performance computers

Favor Google Maps and Google Earth for their simplicity, interactivity

and open APIs

Generate KML and GeoRSS

Use Apache Maven based build and compile system
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Web Services UpgradeWeb Services Upgrade

The current version of the portal is much more stable than the previous
version

On a related project hundreds of simultaneous users were successfully
simulated

The portlets also don't have some state bugs that the older jetspeed had

Previously we had a lot of code that tried to catch everything to keep from,
for example, resubmitting jobs or loading null variables when one flipped
around through the tabs

The current container and JSF portlet bridge we are using manages all of
this without our worrying about it

Also re-factored a lot of the code to move things out of the portal and
into services where they belong

This makes the services a lot more independent of the portal, which has
some value if we ever want to integrate with a workflow engine

Much of the original code is preserved, it is just moved around
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QuakeSim, Version 1 Reason to Revise QuakeSim, Version 2

Application Web Service for

wrapping a.out executables.

Execution management

service built with Apache Ant.

Services too coupled to

portal; no simple WSDL

programming interface; could

not be used in workflow

engines; not self contained

Give each code a proper

service interface. Retain

Apache Ant core but extend.

Keep WSDL message

structure simple (Strings, ints,

doubles, URLs), wrapped as

Java Beans

File Management Service Unnecessary, too coupled to

Apache Axis 1.0

HTTP GET, URLs

Context Management

Service manages persistent

portal sessions using

recursive XML structure.

Too slow (file system); didn’t

scale; XML databases didn’t

mature; Object-Relational

Mappings (ORM) not efficient

Using DB40; all services

communicate with easily XML

serializable JavaBeans

OGC-compatible map and

data services

Too complicated; ORM is a

big overhead.

Google Maps, KML generating

services

Serial job submission NSF TeraGrid and Open

Science Grid run full time

production Grids for HPC

Condor-G/Birdbath based

job management extensions

to GeoFEST service

Upgrading PortalUpgrading Portal
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Earthquake ForecastingEarthquake Forecasting

In the last six months five earthquakes above magnitude 5 have occurred
in identified hotspots

The identified hotspots make up only 1.2% of the total map area of the
forecast or the state of California

Approximately half the total boxes have at least 1 M>3 earthquake in them

Therefore for the total active area, it would be forecast area of 2.4%

The approach is to minimize the forecast area, which is essentially the
false alarm rate, while still detecting all the large earthquakes (maximizing
the hit rate)

The mean forecast error is the average distance that a M>5 earthquake
occurs from a 11 km pixel box boundary

Most of this error is due to offshore earthquake # 6, which is about 50 km off
the nearest red pixel

Without that earthquake, the error would be less than 5.5 km, half of one pixel
box size

JR Holliday, CC Chen, KF Tiampo, JB Rundle, DL Turcotte and A Donnellan, "A RELM
Earthquake Forecast Based on Pattern Informatics," Seism. Res. Lett., v78, pp. 87-93 (2007)
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Earthquake Forecasting: 2002 ScorecardEarthquake Forecasting: 2002 Scorecard
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Earthquake Forecasting: 2007 ScorecardEarthquake Forecasting: 2007 Scorecard

Earthquakes

change the

state of the

system

Therefore -

want to update

the forecast

continuously

However -

need to test the

methodology,

hence static

forecasts
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VirtualVirtual  California: Interacting Fault SystemsCalifornia: Interacting Fault Systems

Select faults – edit fault topology

Select friction model – edit friction model

Run earthquake simulation code under user – defined conditions

Compute surface deformation corresponding to slip history

Visualize – InSAR fringes & other items, including fault topology, friction

models, slip distributions, etc.

Analyze – statistics toolbox

Assimilation protocols – adjust model parameters to optimize, based on

paleoseismic and other data
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Statistical Analysis of Virtual California DataStatistical Analysis of Virtual California Data

Log of correlation score matrix 400 yr time window.  Log function is applied
to highlight interesting features.  Does not include the “creeping” section of
the San Andreas fault.

Virtual California produces a very
large synthetic seismic record

Calculate the correlation of events on
an “initiating” fault segment with
subsequent events on a second fault
element

Produces correlation score matrix
that shows the relative amount of
correlation between events on two
elements

Provides insight into the relationships
between faults at different time
scales

Analysis shows that events on the
southern San Andreas fault typically
follow but do not precede events on
the Eastern California Shear Zone

Systematic observations over a long time period provide an opportunity
to observe emergent behavior and fault interactions in the system
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RDAHMM Time Series AnalysisRDAHMM Time Series Analysis

RDAHMM: Regularized Deterministic Annealing Hidden Markov Model

Identifies state changes in GPS time series data

Aquifer water withdrawal and associated subsidence

Earthquakes

GPS data processing reference frame changes

Are now producing daily updates
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Using RDAHMMUsing RDAHMM  to Identify Stateto Identify State  ChangesChanges

RDAHMM identified a state change of many stations in SCIGN

(Southern California Integrated GPS Network)

Investigation indicates that a reference frame change due to an

earthquake in Siberia that day is the most likely cause of the state

change

The impact to the network position time series data would not have

been identified without RDAHMM
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Multiple fault model segment
geometry

Multiple fault model mesh

Multiple segment SAF model mesh

Fault Parallel Displacement
Variable Slip

t = 50

Fault Parallel Displacement
Uniform Slip

t = 50

Fault Parallel Displacement
Multiple Segment SAF

Plate velocity boundary conditions
t = 50

Investigating the effects of large
earthquakes over time

Large-scale simulations are using portal
tools, QuakeSim codes, and
supercomputing time on Project
Columbia in order to produce model
results that enhance our understanding
of the earthquake process

More complex (realistic) models show
postseismic effects of the 1906
earthquake of 1 mm/yr rather than the
2–5 mm/yr for the less complex models

1906 San Francisco Earthquake1906 San Francisco Earthquake  ModelsModels
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Federation Interconnection DB

GPS

DB

Fault

DB

InSAR

Meta DB Binary Data

Repository

DataSet

DB

Databases specified at ontology, EER, and relational levels

DataSet database contains source literature and documentation

Binary Data Repository contain source InSAR data

Interface via portal, data exchange via web services

QuakeSim QuakeSim Federated DatabaseFederated Database

System ArchitectureSystem Architecture
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InSAR InSAR DatabaseDatabase

Paul Lundgren at JPL has been processing every available scene in

southern California and is generously making them available to

QuakeSim

We are currently populating the database

Next step will be to access the database with Simplex (fault movement

inversion application)

  EER SpecificationEER Specification
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QuakeTables InSAR QuakeTables InSAR DatabaseDatabase
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Browsing the DatabaseBrowsing the Database

Interferogram

Fault Data
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Single Platform

Dual Platform

DESDynI DESDynI MissionMission

Two sensors to provide observations for

Solid Earth (surface deformation)

Ecosystems (terrestrial vegetation structure)

Climate (ice dynamics)

Five year mission

Frequent (8-day) revisit

L-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system

Operated as a repeat-pass interferometer (InSAR)

Multiple polarization: single, dual, or fully polarimetric

Strip-map or scanSAR modes with a viewable swath of 340 km

35 m ground resolution

Two sub-bands for ionospheric correction

Multiple-beam lidar

Operating in the infrared (1,064 nm)

25-m spatial resolution

Canopy-height accuracy of 1 m

Deformation, Ecosystem Structure, and Dynamics of Ice
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Observation TechniquesObservation Techniques

DESDynI is defined by the decadal survey as an L-band InSAR and
multibeam LIDAR mission for improving our understanding of hazards,
ice sheet dynamics, and ecosystems

Repeat Pass InSAR
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Ground or ice motion Vegetation structure

Multibeam LIDAR

Polarimetric SAR and

Finite Baseline InSAR

Pass 1: Before Motion Pass 2: After Motion
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Mission Goals and ObjectivesMission Goals and Objectives

Determine the likelihood of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
and landslides

US annualized losses from earthquakes are $4.4B/yr yet current hazard
maps have an outlook of 30–50 years over hundreds of square kilometers.

Understand the behavior of subsurface reservoirs

Management of our hydrological resources is applicable to every
state in the union.

Characterize the effects of changing climate and land use on
species habitats and carbon budget

The rate of increase [of atmospheric CO2] over the past century is
unprecedented, at least during the past 20,000 years. The structure of
ecosystems is a key feature that enables quantification of carbon storage.

Predict the response of ice masses to climate change and
impact on sea level

[Ice sheets and glaciers] are exhibiting dramatic changes that are of
significant concern for science and international policy. These indicators of
climate remain one of the most under-sampled domains in the system.
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QuakeSim QuakeSim Focus is onFocus is on

Deformation Objectives for Deformation Objectives for DESDynIDESDynI

Determine the likelihood of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
and landslides

US annualized losses from earthquakes are $4.4B/yr yet current hazard
maps have an outlook of 30–50 years over hundreds of square kilometers.

Deformation objectives for solid Earth and cryosphere must be
balanced against ecosystem structure objectives in the mission
design

Orbit repeat interval

Coverage

Radar modes

High data volumes for DESDynI drive new paradigm for data
processing

Increase science output by having computational infrastructure in
place for science data analysis and interpretation

Need to balance need for systematic science and response to
events such as earthquakes
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DeformationDeformation  Science RequirementsScience Requirements

Mission Goals Science Objectives Observations Measurements
Coverage of globally actively deforming 

areas

3-dimensional (vector)

100 m imagery

Accurate to 5% of the rate of the deforming 

zone with a minimum of 1 mm/yr

Unaliased temporal sampling, with a 

minimum of week-timescale measurements 

immediately following an event

200 km width imagery across the deforming 

boundary

20 m resolution imagery

400 m zone across the fault

Global coverage of Earth's volcanoes

3-dimensional (vector)

100 m resolution imagery

Changes to 1 cm

Imagery across the area of the volcano

20 m resolution imagery

Throughout the area of eruption

Coverage of landslide prone regions in North 

America

3-dimensional (vector)

Changes to 1 cm

20 m resolution imagery

Imagery across the area of the feature

Measure surface 

deformation

Measure surface 

disruption

Measure surface 

deformation

Determine the 

likelihood of 

earthquakes, 

volcanic eruptions, 

and landslides and 

quantify the 

magnitude of 

events

Characterize the 

nature of 

deformation at plate 

boundaries and the 

implications for 

earthquake hazards

Measure surface 

disruption

Characterize how 

magmatic systems 

evolve to understand 

under what 

conditions volcanoes 

erupt

Characterize 

landslides and detect 

preslip

Measure surface 

deformation and 

disruption

QuakeSim

relevance

Similar traceability matrices exist for ecosytems and deformation of ice
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Application of Application of QuakeSim QuakeSim toto

DESDynI DESDynI Mission DesignMission Design

Measurement Requirements

Validate that DESDynI will meet the science objectives

Assess the quality of DESDynI science products

Understand observation noise and how it propagates to the science
products

Deformation baseline models

Construct deformation models and study sensitivity of

Secular fault motions

Aquifer subsidence

Earthquake displacements

Transient motions

From deformation models construct

Synthetic interferograms

Time series

Add atmospheric and other noise

Invert synthetic data
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Need to avoid aliasing

Repeat IntervalRepeat Interval

Can discriminate mechanisms for damaging events after 2 years for up

to a 14-day repeat interval

Rapid response (6 months) drives need for 8-day orbit

Ice sheet grounding line studies require repeat be out of phase with the
tides driving a maximum allowable repeat of 12 days

Where available GPS will provide temporal constraints

Must balance with coverage needs for the Lidar instrument

Off-pointing to fill in coverage gaps

Or separate Lidar platform for longer repeat
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Need for 3D Vector DeformationNeed for 3D Vector Deformation

One look provides line-

of-sight deformation

Non-unique inversion
for fault parameters

Need to combine

ascending/descending

and right/left looks

Can use QuakeSim for

various fault models

Propagate errors for
sensitivity analysis
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Data Volume for Data Volume for DESDynIDESDynI

Expansion factor is

5.2 for all DESDynI

data products
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DESDynI data volume is an order of magnitude more than existing and

planned missions

Once downlinked data must be moved to processing facility and

distributed once processed
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QuakeSim QuakeSim Grid Services Can Serve as PrototypeGrid Services Can Serve as Prototype

for for DESDynI DESDynI Data ProcessingData Processing

We are deploying QuakeSim grid services on

Columbia at NASA Ames

Cosmos at JPL

NSF TeraGrid

For data processing and analysis

Discussing using UAVSAR to prototype the data processing

GeoFEST is operational

TeraGrid TeraGrid Supercomputing ResourcesSupercomputing Resources
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DESDynI DESDynI Deformation DataDeformation Data  AnalysisAnalysis

QuakeSim integrates
InSAR, GPS, fault data

Inversion and forward models

Time series analysis and pattern recognizers

Will provide computational infrastructure for DESDynI
data analysis and interpretation

GeoFEST GeoFEST finite element modelingfinite element modeling

portlet portlet and plotting toolsand plotting tools
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QuakeSim QuakeSim End-to-End FlowEnd-to-End Flow

Fault Data

Interferograms

GPS Data

Seismicity Data

HPC Processing

Center

QuakeSim Portal

Desktop Computer

Supercomputer

Modeling

and Analysis

DESDynI

InSAR Data

Data
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SummarySummary

Earthquake forecasting methodology is proving extremely successful

Are analyzing simulated and observed data

Goal is to perform data assimilation of routine data

GeoFEST is being used for supporting the crustal deformation InSAR

portion of the DESDynI mission

Developing Grid services with successful implementation on the NSF

TeraGrid and plans for JPL and Ames supercomputers

We have extended the database to include InSAR interferograms

The portal interface continues to improve


